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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Evidence showing the COVID shots are a public health disaster keeps mounting. In late December

2022, Steve Kirsch  and Jessica Rose,  Ph.D., both published Substack articles detailing some of

the latest evidence showing the shots are destroying people's immune systems and have

triggered an avalanche of turbo-charged cancers.

Kirsch's article  features results from a recent survey he conducted. It included four questions:

age, whether the deceased was jabbed or not, year of death and cause of death. While the

number of responses is low, major insights can still be gleaned by looking at the trends.

First, we have the baseline data from 2020, which show cancer was the No. 1 killer of Americans

younger than 65, followed by hospital treatment for COVID. Turbo-charged cancers accounted for

one-ninth of the cancer reports, and there were no reports of death from myocarditis.

Among seniors over the age of 65, preexisting conditions were the top cause of death in 2020.

Cancer was second, COVID infection third and cardiac events fourth. There were no turbo-

charged cancer deaths, nor any myocarditis deaths. Kirsch then gets into the differences

between the vaxxed and the unvaxxed in 2021 and 2022.

What the Unvaxxed Died of in 2021 and 2022

In 2021 and 2022, the primary cause of death for people 65 and younger was hospital treatment

for COVID. Incidences of sudden death, pulmonary embolism and turbo-charged cancers were all

low, and there were no unknown causes of death, nor any myocarditis deaths.

The same went for people older than 65. Hospital treatment for COVID was the No. 1 killer. Heart

attacks, turbo-charged cancer and sudden death were all low, and there were no deaths from

myocarditis.

What the COVID-Jabbed Died of in 2021 and 2022

Among the COVID-jabbed aged 65 and younger, sudden death was the No. 1 cause of death in

2021 and 2022. The second was cardiac-related death and cancer was third. Importantly, the

incidence of turbo-charged cancer among the jabbed was signiVcant in this group, and

myocarditis killed more than COVID-19.

Among those older than 65, cancer was the No. 1 cause of death, and the turbo-charged cancer

rate is "huge compared to those without the vaccine." Sudden death was also signiVcantly

elevated.

Stark Difference in Cancer Deaths Between Jabbed and Unjabbed

Kirsch summarizes the three most stunning differences between the jabbed and unjabbed:

1. "Sudden death rates are off the charts for the vaccinated cf. unvaccinated for those <65

... It's the #1 cause of death for this age group ...

2. Myocarditis as a cause of death is registering now for both age ranges but only for the

vaccinated ...

3. Cardiac issues as a cause of death in vaccinated young people (<65) are signiFcantly

elevated vs. their unvaxxed peers."

How COVID Jabs Raise Risk of Infections and Cancer

Exploding cancer rates is precisely what you would expect from a drug that impairs and destroys

your immune system, which is what the COVID jabs do. The scientiVc paper "Innate Immune

Suppression by SARS-CoV-2 mRNA Vaccinations"  describes how the COVID shots suppress your

innate immune system by inhibiting the type-1 interferon pathway, which is the Vrst-stage

response to all viral infections.

The reason type-1 interferon is suppressed is because it responds to viral RNA, and there's no

viral RNA in the COVID shot. The RNA is modiVed to look like human RNA, so the interferon

pathway doesn't get triggered. As a result, the COVID jab makes you more susceptible to

infections.

One mechanism by which the jab causes cancer has to do with the fact that the SARS-CoV-2

spike protein obliterates 90% of the DNA repair mechanism in lymphocytes,  a type of white

blood cell that helps your body Vght infections and chronic diseases such as cancer. That's bad

enough, yet that's just one mechanism of many.

How the Jab Lowers Your Viral Clearance Capacity

Recent research  also shows that repeated jabs trigger a switch in the types of antibodies your

body produces and lower your ability to clear viruses. Jessica Rose reviews these Vndings in her

Substack article:

"A paper was published in Science Immunology on December 22, 2022 entitled: 'Class

switch towards non-inOammatory, spike-speciFc IgG4 antibodies after repeated SARS-

CoV-2 mRNA vaccination'  ...

[It] explains in wonderful detail how a class of antibody that commands a non-

inOammatory response (more like tolerizing) is prominent in people who have been

repeatedly injected with the modiFed mRNA COVID-19 injectable products.

Translation: Instead of the intended pool of spike-speciFc neutralizing IgG antibodies

being dominant in multiply-injected people, a pool of antibodies associated with spike-

speciFc tolerance are dominant in multiply-injected people.

Besides the tolerizing capacity, they also showed that the phagocytic enabling capacities

were much reduced overall. These activities lead to clearance of viral pathogens. Reduce

them → reduction in viral clearance capacity ...

To be clear, this wasn't a 'maybe the antibody proFle was a little different' ... This was a

'whoa there's a 48,075% increase in spike-speciFc antibodies between the 2nd and 3rd

injections ...

IgG4 antibodies among all spike-speciFc IgG antibodies rose on average from 0.04%

shortly after the second vaccination to 19.27% after the third ... [I]mportantly, that is not a

typical consequence of repeat antigen exposure from either natural infections and

vaccination."

Spike Overexposure Also Opens the Door for Cancer

As noted by Substack author Brian Mowrey:

"This is a totally bonkers thing for an anti-spike-protein B cell to decide to do, and reOects

B cell over-exposure to spike, which reOects super-excess production of spike by the

PFzer/BioNTech mRNA code ...

It is not normal to make IgG4 when repeat encounter with a virus is spaced out over a

lifetime, but injection-prompted antigen exposure promotes this response, and mRNA

vaccines accelerate this effect ...

There is no reason to predict that this would be 'good' in an antiviral response ... 'Wearing

out' the immune response in this way is believed to contribute to the development of

tolerance against tumors."

So, to summarize the effects in layman's terms, the switch from spike-speciVc neutralizing IgG

antibodies to IgG4 antibodies switches your body from tumor suppression mode into tumor

progression mode, as cancerous cells now can evade your immune system. You become "tumor

tolerant" as your immune system is no longer scavenging for and eliminating cancer cells.

Mowrey also points out that:

"Once a B cell has switched to IgG4, it cannot switch to any other IgG subclass, as the

genes for all those other base designs have been discarded. All future clones of this B

cell will code for IgG4 receptor/antibody for the antigen in question."

What Other Health Effects May Result?

For clariVcation, IgG4 is a subclass of the immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody type that responds to

repeated and/or long-term exposure to an antigen. The mRNA shot evaluated here was that of

PVzer, and it was compared against Janssen's viral vector-based shot. Moderna's shot was not

included. Notably, these results were not found among people who got Janssen's shot, only

PVzer's Comirnaty jab.

“ Comirnaty ... induces a shift away from a viral
clearing to a tolerance-inducing antibody class,
and this is not the status quo for traditional
vaccines or natural infections. The main problem
here is ... we have no idea of the effects of this
'effect.' ~ Jessica Rose, Ph.D.”

As noted by Rose:

"... the bottom line here is that the Comirnaty product ... induces a shift away from a viral

clearing to a tolerance-inducing antibody class, and this is not the status quo for

traditional vaccines or natural infections. The main problem here is ... we have no idea of

the effects of this 'effect.'"

That said, we can look at what happens in people with IgG4-related disease, and start formulating

hypotheses from there. As explained by Rose, a hallmark of IgG4-related disease is Vbrosis, i.e.,

tissue scarring, which can lead to organ dysfunction, organ failure and even death if left

untreated.

Rose is now researching the possible links between this antibody switching and the stringy white

deposits found in COVID-jabbed people who died. Might it be a new form of connective tissue

disease?

In addition to the potential for cancer cells to run amok (as discussed in the section above), IgG4

dominance may also have severe autoimmune implications seeing how the COVID jab spike

protein share similarities with human proteins.

"Molecular mimicry has been shown  in multiple publications to be a potential problem

with regard to the spike protein whereby it has been shown to share motifs with human

proteins," Rose writes.  "What this means is that autoimmunity potential against these

human proteins is clear and present.

In the context of this recent publication showing a dominant IgG4 pool, I have to wonder

what the implications of this dominant pool are for molecular mimicry. Are these IgG4

antibodies capable of tolerizing in the context of our own protein?"

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

If you got one or more jabs and suffered an injury, Vrst and foremost, never ever take another

COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or regular vaccine. You need to end the assault

on your system.

The same goes for anyone who has taken one or more COVID jabs and had the good fortune of

not experiencing debilitating side effects. Your health may still be impacted long-term, so don't

take any more shots.

When it comes to treatment, there are still more questions than answers, and most doctors are

clueless about what to do — in part because they never bothered to give early treatment for

COVID and therefore don't understand how different medicines and supplements impact the

spike protein.

So far, it seems like many of the treatments that worked against severe COVID-19 infection also

help ameliorate adverse effects from the jab. This makes sense, as the toxic, most damaging

part of the virus is the spike protein, and that's what your whole body is producing if you got the

jab.

Two doctors who have started tackling the treatment of COVID jab injuries in earnest include Dr.

Michelle Perro (DrMichellePerro.com), whom I've interviewed on this topic, and Dr. Pierre Kory

(DrPierreKory.com).

Both agree that eliminating the spike protein your body is now continuously producing is a

primary task. Perro's preferred remedy for this is hydroxychloroquine, while Kory's is ivermectin.

Both of these drugs bind and thereby facilitate the removal of spike protein.

As a member of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), Kory helped develop the

FLCCC's post-vaccine treatment protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously

updated as more data become available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight

from the FLCCC website at covid19criticalcare.com  (hyperlink to the correct page provided

above).

The World Health Council has also published lists of remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize

and eliminate spike protein. Inhibitors that prevent spike protein from binding to your cells

include Prunella vulgaris, pine needle tea, emodin, neem, dandelion extract and the drug

ivermectin.

Spike protein neutralizers, which prevent the spike from damaging cells, include N-acetylcysteine

(NAC), glutathione, fennel tea, star anise tea, pine needle tea, St. John's wort, comfrey tea and

vitamin C. A March 2022 review paper  suggests combating the neurotoxic effects of the spike

protein using the favonoids luteolin and quercetin.

Time-restricted eating (TRE) and/or sauna therapy can also help eliminate toxic proteins by

stimulating autophagy. Several additional detox remedies can be found in "World Council for

Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox."

Other Helpful Treatments and Remedies

Other treatments and remedies that may be helpful for COVID jab injuries include:

• Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, especially in cases involving stroke, heart attack, autoimmune

diseases and/or neurodegenerative disorders. To learn more, see "Hyperbaric Therapy — A

Vastly Underused Treatment Modality."

• Lower your Omega-6 intake. Linoleic acid is consumed in amounts ten times of ideal in well

over 95% of the population and contributes to massive oxidative stress that impairs your

immune response. Seed oils and processed foods need to be diligently avoided. You can

review my previous post for more information.

• Pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, which improves mitochondrial respiration and aid in

mitochondrial repair. It's actually the parent molecule for hydroxychloroquine. A dose of 15

to 80 milligrams a day could go a long way toward resolving some of the fatigue many suffer

post-jab.

It may also be helpful in acute strokes. The primary contraindication is if you have a G6PD

deVciency (a hereditary genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue

at all. To learn more, see "The Surprising Health BeneTts of Methylene Blue."

• Near-infrared light, as it triggers production of melatonin in your mitochondria  where you

need it most. By mopping up reactive oxygen species, it too helps improve mitochondrial

function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% infrared radiation,  so this treatment is

available for free. For more information, see "What You Need to Know About Melatonin."

• Lumbrokinase and serrapeptidase are both Vbrinolytic enzymes taken on an empty stomach

one hour before or two hours after to help reduce the risk of blood clots.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We all know that mRNA COVID vaccines have many adverse events and death. How can the FDA turn a blind eye to this? How can they

not know? the CDC Vnally admitted by default that the mRNA in mRNA vaccines does not leave the body for an extended (unknown)

period of time. This is actually not entirely accurate. The backstory: We know that the "mRNA" of these vaccines incorporating the

synthetic nucleotide pseudouridine can persist in lymph nodes for at least 60 days after injection. This is not natural, and this is not

really mRNA.

These molecules have similar genetic elements to natural mRNA, but are clearly much more resistant to the enzymes that normally

break down natural mRNA, appear to be capable of producing high levels of protein for prolonged periods, and appear to evade normal

immunological mechanisms for killing cells. they produce foreign proteins not normally seen in the body.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sounding-the-alarm-normalizing-the?utm_sourc..  (O8/15/2022) “Standardized autopsies were

performed on 25 people who had died unexpectedly and within 20 days of anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccination.

In four patients who received an mRNA vaccine (16%), we identiVed acute (epi-)myocarditis without detection of another signiVcant

disease or health constellation that could have caused an unexpected death.” How many NFL players, as well as others High-contact

and elite sports athletes have 'silent' myocarditis (with scarring of the myocardium) that could manifest under surges of adrenaline,

with cardiac arrest? palexander.substack.com/p/damar-hamlin-and-schwabs-recent-german?utm_s..  (06/01/2022)
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McCullough explained the possible role of vaccinations in cardiac arrest and other cardiac injuries among athletes. 95% of

players are revealed to have been vaccinated and the FDA says the vaccine causes myocarditis and the published peer-reviewed

literature says it can be fatal.” “This is not a time for privacy,” McCullough said. "The public needs to know that diagnosis because

he was under one of these mandates and this happened on the national and world stage." Numerous athletes collapsed on the

Veld and were revived, but that in all cases there was "tight privacy" about whether they were vaccinated and what their diagnosis

was. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/damar-hamlin-cardiac-arrest/?utm_s..  (05/01/2022) What risk of cancer does a child

or young person have in their entire lives if they receive the genetic weapon?

We are talking about children and young people who, for the most part, are asymptomatic due to Covid-19. One of Moderna's

main funders, Joel Smalley, states that "the vax-induced spike protein, which circulates in large numbers, in the direct

neighborhood of the cell nucleus, for long periods of time, still has the potential to induce cancer in cells (ovarian, pancreatic,

breast, prostate, and lymph nodes). These cancers can take years to develop, so we may not see many safety signals for 5 to 10

years." www.naturalhealth365.com/are-the-covid-19-mrna-jabs-causing-a-cancer-e..  (08/09/2022)
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Sudden Death: The No. 1 Cause of Death for Under 65s in 2021
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Mounting evidence shows the COVID shots are destroying people’s immune systems

and are triggering turbo-charged cancers

*

A survey by Steve Kirsch found sudden death is the No. 1 cause of death among

those under the age of 65 who got the COVID jab

*

Myocarditis as a cause of death is now registering across all age ranges but only for

the vaccinated. Cardiac-related deaths are also signiVcantly elevated among

younger people (under 65) who got the jab compared to their unjabbed peers

*

Recent research shows repeated jabs trigger a switch in the types of antibodies your body produces and lower your ability to clear viruses.

By switching from spike-speciVc neutralizing IgG antibodies to IgG4 antibodies, your body switches from tumor suppression mode into

tumor progression mode

*

In addition to the potential for cancer cells to run amok, IgG4 dominance may also have severe autoimmune implications, as the COVID jab

spike protein share similarities with human proteins

*
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According to a recent Kaiser Health News (KHN) report, nearly half (47%) of the FDA's 2022 budget came from pharmaceutical

industry "user fees." The more than 3,000 closed-door meetings that take place annually between the industry and a captured

FDA foster an overly cozy relationship. the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA), and found that the shortcut didn't just allow the

FDA to quickly send unapproved vaccines into the arms of Americans.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-big-pharma-drugs-vaccines-cons..  (10/13/2022) A Belgian immunologist and leading

medical analyst received a Covid booster shot, his third dose of PVzer's clot vaccine, and now suffers a barrage of cancerous

lesions in his lymph nodes.

Injection-induced spike proteins are causing the sudden development of cancers and the immediate relapse of others, including

reports of neuromyelitis, multiple sclerosis, Guillain-Barr syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, shingles, lupus, diabetes, and many

other autoimmune conditions. . The Covid jab is causing autoimmunity, where the body's immune system gets confused and

attacks its own tissues. Covid vaccines, which aren't really vaccines, expose the body to unnecessary toxins and clog the

vascular system all the time. Now, Spike Syndrome Sufferers See Increase in Cancer Cells

www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2022/09/mrna-covid-vaccine-booster..  (9/2022)
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Gui, the notion we won't know what it will do until we use it almost seems to apply here. Early on, disastrous results were seen all

of 10 to 15 years ago, yet they press on full steam ahead. As this has been released regardless, it may prove prudent for all

whether we got a Jab or not, to apply the Spike dampening, removal protocols given here as a possible safeguard or Vrewall

against shedding or any genetic promiscuity of their Demon Seed Jab. When we consider the WEF/Gates, and all promote

reducing the world's population and see all the parts in motion, it is not just humans under assault.

Whether intentional or not all life is under attack literally from the ground up. We seem stuck in a war declared long before the

Covid Circus and it is a war of against Life itself versus the 1%. P.S. Having COPD fatigue is a constant struggle and have found

trying Doc's N-acetylcysteine (NAC), methylene blue while not a cure, makes considerable positive difference, but longer use may

continue improvement. Protection from Faulty Covid Medical Doctrine would be a massive bonus.
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Yes, Just and now BigPharma with the friendly embrace of the globalist elite on its way to the Gretat Reset has entered a

diabolical spiral of bioweapons with mRNA technology. Each and every mRNA “vaccination” will incite self-destructive processes

in the lymphatic organs and blood vessels throughout the body. The immense dangers of self-attack events occurring within the

immune control network have been outlined. They include reactivation of latent infections (eg, herpes simplex, shingles, EBV,

CMV, tuberculosis, parasites), reduced ability to control new infections, and activation or reactivation of neoplasms.

At the same time, a concerted immune attack will be mounted against the vessel walls, whenever and wherever endothelial cells

are transfected (Figure 4). With the appearance of speciVc antibodies, the attack on cells carrying foreign proteins will be

multiplied and intensiVed by the action of complement and phagocytic cells. Blood clots that form as a result of endothelial

injury will give rise to circulatory disturbances. Ischemic cell death will have irreversible consequences on the central nervous

system and the heart.in the link www.globalresearch.ca/.../5797968  (11/05/2022)
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As reported by Dr. Mercola, former BlackRock fund manager Edward Dowd in his new book, "Cause Unknown: The Epidemic of

Sudden Deaths in 2021 and 2022," details data showing that COVID injections are a crime against The humanity. Insurance

industry research in 2016 concluded that group life policyholders die at one-third the rate of the general US population, making

them the healthiest among us. Group life policyholders are the employees of Fortune 500 companies, who tend to be younger

and well-educated. In 2020, the US general population had higher excess mortality than group life insurance holders, but in 2021,

that changed.

Group life policyholders ages 25-64 suddenly experienced 40% excess mortality, compared to 32% for the general population. In

short, a much healthier subset of the population died suddenly at a higher rate than the general population. The good news is

that the uptake of the latest bivalent boosters is only 10%, which means that 90% of those who qualify have not received them.

Hopefully this is a sign that sanity is returning. However, many remain stuck in the injunction box for the simple reason that their

egos are wrapped up in it. www.globalresearch.ca/cause-unknown-epidemic-sudden-deaths/5802031  (12/12/2022)
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Thank you JUDE, the treatment proposed by Dr. Mercola will surely help you. Researchers at the Greifswald university hospital in

northern Germany have discovered how the AstraZeneca COVID vaccine could cause blood clots that could lead to a rare

thrombosis in the brain, public broadcaster Norddeutscher Rundfunk reported. The German team, led by Professor Andreas

Greinacher, said in a statement that AstraZeneca's vaccine can, in some cases, cause an overactivation of platelets in the blood,

which can lead to life-threatening clots. As NPR reported, Greinacher said it's similar to what happens with a condition called

heparin-induced thrombocytopenia. Greinacher and his team analyzed 13 cases of cerebral blood clots reported in Germany

within 4 to 16 days after administration of the AstraZeneca vaccine.

Twelve of the 13 cases were women and almost all were under 55 years of age. In four of the 12 patients, the team was able to

isolate and identify the speciVc antibodies that triggered the immune reaction that led to the brain blood clots. The researchers

found that AstraZeneca's vaccine activates blood platelets, or thrombocytes, which usually only happens in the body when a

wound is healing, when the blood clots as the wound closes. In some patients, the vaccination activated a mechanism that

caused blood clots to form in the brain, according to Deutsche Welle.

www.dw.com/en/astrazeneca-german-team-discovers-thrombosis-trigger/a-5..
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Should I be concerned about anything in the shots being contagious? I sense something of a negative energy from being in the

presence of vaxinated people, anyway. I am wondering to what extent their poor health can affect my health. Also, please share

info on the increase in depression among the vaxinated if you have it. This may be one area that is being overlooked.
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Yes, Almond, I understand that the psychological aspects due to the infuence of "toxic people" due to their personality or

because they are intoxicated by the vaccines can be transmitted. Also: A study conducted by scientists at the University of

Colorado conVrms the vast majority of humanity has had absolutely no choice in the matter of whether they wish to get the

Covid-19 injection or not because the vaccinated have been transmitting antibodies generated by the injections through

aerosols. The Vndings should however come as no surprise because a conVdential PVzer document had already conVrmed

exposure to the mRNA injections was perfectly possible by skin-to-skin contact and breathing the same air as someone who had

been given the Covid-19 jab.

They also, unfortunately, add weight to the claims made by Dr Phillipe van Welbergen, who demonstrated that graphene, an

alleged undisclosed ingredient of the Covid-19 injections, is being transmitted from the vaccinated to the not-vaccinated and

destroying red blood cells and causing dangerous blood clots.

expose-news.com/2022/09/03/study-pVzer-documents-conVrm-shedd-ing/  (09/03/2022)
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More on the Reduce the Population agenda, there is more than one front! www.youtube.com/watch  As if what has been

occurring for decades hasn't been enough, now add on the Jab/s. Yes, Almond I'm hearing concerns about depression being a

side effect. But then again why wouldn't it? The Fear Porn, the obvious something is rotten in Denmark so to speak, the double,

tripling down of messaging in total denial of the bizarre showing key players like Fraudci, Gates, the CDC and so on admitting to

what our concerns or truthful observations are true but then turn around and censor, continued attacks and censorship of their

own admissions. It's as the old timer's used to express, it's enough to make a mare bite her colt. At this point depression may

actually need to be seen as the Vrst sign of awakening to recovery.
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Thank you, Just, yes, among the endocrine disruptors, the pesina management of the plandemic and the "mRNA vaccines" are

contributing to the depopulation due to male sterilization. Dr. Shanna Swan, is one of the world's leading environmental and

reproductive epidemiologists and a professor of Environmental Medicine and Public Health at the Icahn School of Medicine at

Mount Sinai in New York City. An award-winning scientist, her work examines the impact of environmental exposures, including

chemicals such as phthalates and bisphenol A, on the reproductive health of men and women and the neurodevelopment of

children.

Swan authored the groundbreaking book Count Down: How Our Modern World Is Threatening Sperm Counts, Altering Male and

Female Reproductive Development, and Imperiling the Future of the Human Race, and recently co-authored a study that found

sperm counts have declined. drastically around the world. , and that the rate of decline is accelerating. : “We are besieged by

chemicals in our environment that have the ability to trick us, so to speak, they are hormone pushers, if you will.

They trick us into thinking they are authentic. They enter our system. They take the place of our actual hormones. And then our

bodies say, Oh, I've had enough of that. I don't need to do that."

www.ehn.org/endocrine-disruptors-reproductive-health-2659061237.html  (05/01/2023)

michellemarketingstrategies.com/shanna-swan-endocrine-disruptors-envir..

 www.reddit.com/r/collapse/comments/104id1z/endocrine_disruptors_common..
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We can add to the diseases that industrialized society is producing, where Western food, environmental toxins, GMOs and their

pesticides, CAF, vaccines, antibiotics, 5G, are degenerating the human species, reducing the quality of life and causing serious

diseases. chronic and degenerative, including fertility. The COVID lockdowns have caused stress and stress causes infertility.

link.springer.com/.../s12958-018-0436-9  (2018) www.tandfonline.com/.../klrooney  (2022) Evidence shows that modern man's

fertility plight is due in large part to the way the world has changed with industrialization.

Chronic chemical exposure is a major contributing factor to male infertility, says Shanna Swan. Furthermore, a mother's exposure

to these chemicals during pregnancy can have a disastrous effect on the fetus, especially when that child is a boy. Obesity and

diabetes, magnetic Velds are another major cause of decreased sperm levels in men, as unhealthy diets marked by excessive

consumption of reVned sugar and simple carbohydrates directly prevent a man's body from producing healthy testosterone

levels. Endocrine disruptors are substances that alter the normal biosynthesis of hormones and therefore directly affect

reproduction.

These chemicals range from pesticides, industrial solvents to pharmaceutical agents. Results from a meta-analysis and other

advanced studies support the hypothesis that glyphosate exposure decreased sperm concentration. GLY exposure leads to

dysbiosis of gut commensal microbiota. GLY-induced changes in gut microbiota are negatively correlated with sperm quality.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969721054450  (2022) www.sciencedirect.com/.../S0160412021006632

 (2021) www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-pharmtox-020821-111552  (2022)
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Gui, this may go a long way explaining the arrogance, hubris of Schwab, Gates, Musk and other controllers and infuencers with

their belief they can download themselves into robots, cyborgs or possibly repeat clones they have no considerations for loss of

fertility or reproduction. Just a delusion of assembly line productions of themselves. As Vadana Shiva expresses beautifully,

those involved in Biodynamic Agriculture, (Regenerative, Sustainable, REAL Organic Ag.,) the Agricultural supporting and feeding

life cleans up, removes so much of the poisons chasing $$$$ and invests in the real wealth providing opportunities for lives

worth living.
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Remember JUST, that Bill Gates promoted tetanus shots in Africa that were found to contain sterilizing chemicals that had

nothing to do with those shots. That was a huge revelation that vaccines ARE being used as a weapon to reduce population, and

then Bill Gates bragged about it in one of his illustrious (sinister) TED talks that we could reduce the world's population by a few

thousand. millions of people if we do a "really great job with vaccines." Vaccines contain contaminants and pathogens that can

permanently cripple human systems, including brain function and reproduction. Vaccines are also known to contain heavy metal

toxins.

Some of these toxins are known to cross the blood-brain barrier. And now we are already seeing the deleterious effects of having

billions of toxic Covid virus-mimicking spike proteins foating throughout the vascular system, infecting and clogging the heart,

brain and vital cleansing organs. This is proven by doctors who analyze blood samples from vaccinated victims and autopsy.

Expect a wave of autoimmune disorders, birth defects, autism, and infertility due to spike protein damage from clot injections

with viral pathogens. www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/
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This is true Gui, Gates in various interviews has made the "Freudian Slip" of using Vaccines as a population reducer. The things

you shared here have been going on for decades and are part of the check list of issues those attacked and labeled as

Anti-Vaxxxer's have been rising for good reason. All part of a slow boil we are expected to ignore until all is too late. Jab/s,

hormone pollution, environmental pollution, soil, water destruction and much more are not all separate issues to be fought one at

a time, they are all interconnected and carry threads back to the same sources time and again. Central Banks, the inheritors of

the Rockefeller Template, Too Big to Fails of all kinds, along with those of old money massive fortunes having undue infuence

and suffering little consequences if and when they are proven disastrous.
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Reply to Almond, from personal experience, (due to sinus issues and doing (on going for years) on line research, many studies, I

found that "Ruteri" bacteria was not in my Pro/Prebiotic tablets (Bio Kult) so I ordered some non GMO ones. I had never heard of

Ruteri bacteria, despite reading that it is one of the most studied bacteria. I felt much better after taking Ruteri only a few days in,

I also felt a lot more chirpy and positive. So after taking Ruteri for a couple of weeks with no bad reaction I recommed them to

my very old Mum in her 80's also long sufferer of sinus problems, after Vve days I asked her how she was getting on with them,

she said "well I don't know about my sinuses but I certainly feel much happier...." so maybe there is something in this.

I will add that when researching Ruteri - there are some precautions, so be aware of this.... Copy and pasted precautions with

Ruteri from medical website.. www.webmd.com/vitamins/ai/ingredientmono-1684/limosilactobacillus-reut..  Damaged heart

valves: L. reuteri can cause an infection in the inner lining of the heart chambers and heart valve. This is extremely rare, but

people with damaged heart valves should stop taking probiotics before dental procedures or surgical procedures. When taken by

mouth: L. reuteri is likely safe.

It's been used safely alone and together with other probiotics for up to 6 months. Some people might experience diarrhea or

constipation, but it's usually well-tolerated. Pregnancy and breast-feeding: L. reuteri is possibly safe when taken by mouth

appropriately while pregnant and breast-feeding. Children: L. reuteri is likely safe when taken by mouth in children. It's been used

safely for up to 4 weeks in infants and up to 12 weeks in older children. Weakened immune system: L. reuteri has caused blood

infections in a small number of people with weakened immune systems. If you have a weakened immune system, talk
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Continuation of repy to Almond (hope I am posting in the right place !) The reason for saying about Ruteri is that my Mum has

had god knows how many of these jabs, she does what her doctor says, I have tried explaining to her many many times how

there is emerging evidence that she will destroy her immune system, but nope, the Vrst three jabs and every single booster,

probably about six now ! with horriVc reactions and I asked her why she keeps challenging her body with the products, she totally

will not consider anything. So the point being she has had many many rna products and felt happier with Ruteri, that being said

she is not depressive but as with many people in winter can get the winter blues and feel down in the dumps.
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Excess deaths among children aged 0-14 in Europe increased by 755% between January and September 2022, according to

otcial data, despite EuroMOMO's efforts to downplay the Vgures. The European Union has launched an investigation into the

surge, which comes after the European Medicines Agency approved the PVzer Covid-19 vaccine for children in May 2021.

Overall, excess deaths have increased 630% since the vaccine was approved for use in children in September 2022.

christine257.substack.com/p/tragedy-strikes-covid-19-vaccine?utm_sourc..  (06/01/2022) The UK government recently

conVrmed that coronavirus vaccines caused a nearly 140-fold increase in deaths among children. However, this admission was

made quietly to discourage public criticism of the vax program.

The data also revealed that children vaccinated with COVID are 45 times more likely to die from any cause than their

unvaccinated counterparts. Data released by the Otce for National Statistics (ONS), a government agency within the UK, was

briefy acknowledged by some UK media outlets and then quickly swept under the metaphorical rug. The rapid spread of

information followed by the sudden turn of the UK mainstream media towards more pleasant news digressions amounts to an

almost silent admission that the vax program is a net negative for human health and has caused harm immense to innocent

children. www.naturalhealth365.com/kids-die-at-alarming-rate-following-covid-inj..  (01/04/2022)
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Gui, scar tissue buildup of the lining of the arteries or heart can tear/rupture when put under enormous amounts of stress.

Sudden impact while under maximum exertion could cause rupture/failure. Dr. Mercola wrote a report on this several years ago. I

wish I had kept that bookmarked. He explained how marathon runners have the worst of it. Deep scaring of the heart tissues

causes the heart to have to enlarge to keep the volume of blood fow. As the heart enlarges it becomes less etcient and less

uniform. "Eddies" in the blood fow inside the heart chambers form which enables blood clots to form and cause strokes and

heart attacks. Super athletes, marathon runners, triathletes, football players, and many other endurance athletes that

continuously over stressed the heart get these scars that impair the function of the heart and arteries.

Many of these people never make it past 65. They usually fall over dead from a massive stroke, aneurism, or cardiac arrest. That

was already happening before Covid-19 and the mRNA JABS! Just a few years ago we were all astonished whenever someone

we knew that was an extreme athlete died, today we go "not again!" Just think how this will become the new norm where very

healthy athletic people just fall over dead? Instead of 65 being the average age when these super athletes CROKE, it will be 45 or

younger.
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"What the Unvaxxed Died of in 2021 and 2022 In 2021 and 2022, the primary cause of death for people 65 and younger was

hospital treatment for COVID. Incidences of sudden death, pulmonary embolism and turbo-charged cancers were all low, and

there were no unknown causes of death, nor any myocarditis deaths." Not wanting to die from Covid is the exact justiVcation and

reason people use in order to get vaxxed.
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Look at their "food pyramid" and it's easy to see health is not their objective. The systematic objective of the medical industrial

complex is to maximize proVts and control. Better than average outcomes are easily achievable, but not by following standard

medical advice, which is designed to make everyone die miserably after a standard lifespan.
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Thanks jamNjim, this article is very complete: 'CARDIAC ARREST AND SUDDEN CARDIAC DEATH IN ATHLETES': DAMAR

HAMLIN: SEPARATING WHAT IS PROVABLE VERSUS SPECULATION BASED UPON CLINICAL MEDICINE, PATHOPHYSIOLOGY, &

RESEARCH. SANJAY VERMA, MD FACC Common causes of cardiac arrest and sudden cardiac death in athletes. Yes, it is true

that athletes are rigorously screened. Pro athletes are even more thoroughly screened. However, this screening usually involves

EKG and perhaps echocardiogram. One of the most common causes of cardiac arrest is HCM (Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy).

HCM would have already been identiVed during screening. However, screening usually stops there (EKG, echo, maybe treadmill

stress test). Other causes sudden cardiac death in athletes that can be missed during “rigorous” routine screening for athletes: -

Electrical channelopathies (likely requires genetic testing and other testing) - Anomalous coronary artery (requires cardiac CTA) -

CPVT (ditcult to prove in screening, usually diagnosed in retrospect, requires provocative testing).

CPVT is catecholinergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia. - Aortopathy (would require a CT aortogram, which is not part of

routine screening) - Acquired long QT syndrome (will not always appear on EKG screening, depends upon timing of new QT

prolongation and preceding toxic insult) - Coronary artery dissection from toxic insult, hormones, or vasculitis. Cannot screen for

this in advance palexander.substack.com/p/cardiac-arrest-and-sudden-cardiac?utm_source..  (01(06/2022)
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More and more parents are responding with a resounding "No!" when they were asked to inject their children with a large number

of vaxxes in the childhood vaccination schedule. Courageous parents are stepping up to denounce the vax program and exercise

their civil liberties to choose. Bodily autonomy is at stake, and responsible parents choose freedom over the social control

schemes engineered by the evil alliance of Big Government and Big Pharma. At the center of the growing concern is whether

COVID vax should be a precondition for attending public school. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, parents are less

interested in vaccinating their children as they learn more about the actual contents of the shot.

Those with a commitment to truth and justice are willing to question everything, including COVID vaccines that are supposed to
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Those with a commitment to truth and justice are willing to question everything, including COVID vaccines that are supposed to

be beneVcial to human health. A simple Internet search for "sudden death" and "vax injury" will generate an overwhelming

number of search results, likely contributing to the growing hesitancy to give children any kind of injection. The plain truth is that

there are an increasing number of life-altering injuries and deaths as a result of the COVID vaccine program, which has likely

undermined conVdence in the vax programs. www.naturalhealth365.com/more-parents-say-no-to-childhood-vax-mandates..

 (03/01/2022)
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JamNjim, another cause of cardiac/vascular/organ Vbrosis is lifelong retention (everyone who is injected) of MRI contrast which

contains the heavy metal toxin, gadolinium. There is only one diagnosis called Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis caused by

gadolinium. The name is a misnomer because the Vbrosis is not caused by and does not begin in the kidneys. The main criteria

for this diagnosis is GBCA (Gadolinium Based Contrast Agent) and if you have failing renal function. Otherwise, it is very ditcult

to get this diagnosis. It's done that way for a reason; it keeps the thousands who are suffering from Vbrosis due to the GBCAs out

of potentially being diagnosed so it seems like it only affects a very small percentage of the population.

Then Pharma and the FDA can continue to claim GBCAs are safe. There are thousands of us knowingly suffering from

gadolinium toxicity, and millions more who are suffering but never put two and two together to realize it is the MRI contrast

making them ill because they are told it is safe. The same will happen with the Covid shots.
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January 3, 2023 American Thought LeadersViews53.4K Dr. Aaron Kheriaty: Self-Spreading Vaccines, Transhumanist Ideology,

and Government Gag Orders—The New Technocracy Threatening Hippocratic Medicine and the Nuremberg Code

www.theepochtimes.com/dr-aaron-kheriaty-self-spreading-vaccines-transh..  Orwell, Politics and the English Language.pdf

canvas.santarosa.edu/courses/26020/Vles/929256/download?download_frd=..  https:MK-ULTRA Never Ended - It Just Went

Mainstream - Richard Solomon January 3, 2023 | | www.unz.com/article/mk-ultra-never-ended-it-just-went-mainstream/  Other

Helpful Treatments and Remedies - Other treatments and remedies that may be helpful for COVID jab injuries include: HOW

CHLORINE DIOXIDE HELPS REVERSE VACCINE’-TRIGGERED BLOOD CLOTTING (Video) January 2nd, 2023: > | |

www.jewworldorder.org/how-chlorine-dioxide-helps-reverse-vaccine-trigg..  | search results: Chlorine Dioxide:> | ht tp

s://www.jewworldorder.org/?s=chlorine+dioxide&x=0&y=0 | |
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I'm so glad that I and a few of my team told the US bank we worked for to FK OFF when they mandated their "gene therapy". It cost us

our job but looking back now, i think we got off light. Whether you're Pro or against the vax, left or right, blue or red, black or white,

straight or gay, we all got played against each other to distract and confuse us however, were all on the same side whether you like it or

not and we need to join together and focus on the real enemy. Get Vt, strong, healthy, Vnancially astute and debt free. You can then lead

in your community by example and not be weak, sick and dependant on the state. You will no longer be their "customer" and you will

realise, we have the fkn power.
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My question is, what’s it going to be like for the children yet to be born from parents of the jabbed? What is being passed down to the

next generation? What horrors are they going to have to live with?
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I have compassion but not in this case. Many of these people were dumb sheep or even worse tried to force this poison on me. Reap

what you sow. Take responsibility for your stupid decisions. It’s not my problem.
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mdbrown7111, I vacillate on this point because the manipulation has been slow and steady for decades. First the introduction of

vaccines and DDT, then the way food is grown changed, then Big Pharma exploded with remedies to conditions not yet heard of

(type 2, autism, ADD, etc.).  Simultaneously, the government has done a most spectacular job of wiping out knowledge of plant

medicine.  If it were a one-time event, perhaps we could write them off as dumb sheep but it’s not that simple, in my opinion.  I

have an autoimmune disorder (RA). Most people I know with it swear by Big Pharma to treat theirs because they don’t know

about plant medicine.  It’s insidious, so I can’t just write them off as dumb sheep.
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Lumbrokinase/serrapeptase are serious enzymes that dissolve Vbrin Vlms surrounding tumors and junk proteins.....H2O2 is another

idea (effective nebulized and released internally via Mega /IV Vit C) that can be taken orally to oxidize circulating antibodies in advance

of renewed production...Starting with 1 drop 35% food grade H2O2/increasing 1 drop/day up to 15 drops...Similar results might follow

MMS chlorite protocol. NAC is valuable in powering lymphocytes as is Vit C...For nasty cases involving heart/liver/cancers; Rick

Simpson's /Phoenix Tears is an option....."Turbocharged cancers" is kind of a misnomer since a turbo forces more air/O2 into an

engine/cancers hate O2...and maintaining an alkaline pH with bicarbonates/Mg/K + Mega C boosts O2 delivery to cells suffocating

under HIF 1 activation.
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Hi Forbidden, good suggestions for immediate use! Do you see this as something that can be done long-term? In Jessica Rose's

report, she is musing towards the end summary that this IgG4 shift may be permanent, the human immune system no longer

neutralizing other incoming attacks, whereas normally the IgG3 is much preferred immune response needed to attack and

sterilize offending toxins. If correct, Jessica appears to be musing if this is a dire future for those who took actual shots, (not

necessarily numerous blank shots or damaged, spilled mRNA shots.) A lot of re-bound? breakthrough? cases already reported in

midAtlantic, thankfully most are mild colds.
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Rrrreal...Until healing is done, weeks/months.
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Wondering if a weak methylene blue solution may be a longer term option, without many sides. I wander in pH all over the place,

suspect others do the same. BTW, powdered NAC added to coconut oil (not only oil option) works as a transdermal (added to

artisan's skin cream batch from farmer's market). Don't need much powder, still playing with this option...am thinking small amts

may be preferred for long term use. This covid cold may now be endemic here, fall to winter.
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Rrrreal...That's another idea/transdermal...add a little DMSO...or nebulize for instant delivery...I'll try anything once or twice.
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Thanks Randall, a good point about attacking the tumor with O2, it also prevents the HIF pathway that cancers use to grow. This

is also the basic approach by prof Brian Peskin against cancers, but he uses omega 6 Linoleic acid (LA), of course not the

oxidized version like in seed oils and many junk foods. Peskin and others say that LA in the cell membrane promotes O2 into the

cell. In fact non-oxidized LA is also needed for the mitochondria to function and to make energy, as explained by Chris Knobbe,

MD in a dr. Mercola article some years ago. So, the problem is not the LA but the oxidation of LA. Several people asked dr.

Mercola in the past in these comments to explain this contradiction with Brian Peskin about LA., but never got an answer.

The answer to solve that contradiction can be found in this recent video www.youtube.com/watch  Berrie Tan explains it, but for

those who do not understand, they can send me a message and I will explain it to them. Berrie Tan is the expert about

Tocotrienols, many studies have shown they are potent against all kind of cancers. See the research on his site, go to

barrietan.com/.../research-behind-tocotrienol  In his digital book (use to be free) on his site, you Vnd the references to the

studies. * * * Do not take synthetic vit E as it promotes cancer * * *
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Also consider that masks cause a drop in oxygen levels (hypoxia) is associated with impaired immunity, setting the stage for

contracting any infection, including COVID-19, and making the consequences of that infection much more severe. . People with

cancer, especially if the cancer has spread, are at increased risk of prolonged hypoxia, as cancer grows best in a low-oxygen

microenvironment. Low oxygen also promotes infammation that can promote the growth, invasion, and spread of cancers.

Repeated episodes of hypoxia have been proposed as a signiVcant factor in atherosclerosis and thus increases all

cardiovascular (heart attacks) and cerebrovascular (stroke) diseases.

Masks increase hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) which is a master regulator of oxygen homeostasis HIF-1 controls oxygen

delivery, regulating angiogenesis and vascular remodeling, and oxygen utilization, regulating metabolism glucose and redox

homeostasis. Analysis of animal models suggests that by activating these homeostatic mechanisms, HIF-1 plays a critical

protective role in the pathophysiology of ischemic heart disease and pressure-overload heart failure.

www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-physiol-021113-170322  Stimulation of the cancer cell stem by HIFs is well

documented, with studies revealing that HIF-1 and HIF-2 are critical to the CSC stem cell stem. Upregulation of HIF-1, which

heralds CSC proliferation. Cells have a greater ability to perform repairs to altered DNA while in the presence of oxygen. In

hypoxia, stable peroxides are created between the free ends of DNA, which are substantially more resistant to cell repair.

www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2019)
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Clinical treatment of hypoxia focuses on improving the anoxic condition and increasing blood oxygen saturation. Under hypoxia,

cells produce a transcriptional activator known as hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1). Expression of HIF can help maintain the

internal environment of cells and tissues stable under hypoxic conditions, to adapt to the state of hypoxia. hypoxia When the

human body suffers, the intestinal barrier is the Vrst affected. Some conditional pathogens have the opportunity to grow rapidly.

These anaerobic bacteria destroy the intestinal microecological barrier, alter the intestinal microbiota and ultimately lead to

systemic infammation. Evidence shows that gut microecology plays an important role when the human body becomes hypoxic.

The intestinal microbial ecosystem can affect vascular physiology and even determine the degree of myocardial infarction.

Imbalances in the gut microbiota reduce immune defenses in the respiratory tract, making it easier for respiratory viruses to

invade the body. And patients with intestinal diseases are considered to be at high risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Dysbiosis

causes infammation and gut barrier, as well as damage to the blood-brain barrier. Dysbiotic gut neuromodulators may affect the

central nervous system or peripheral carotid body chemoreceptors causing silent hypoxia.
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In most lung diseases, oxygen saturation in the blood decreases as the lung disease worsens. In severe cases of COVID-19,

people have ditculty breathing, their lungs are damaged, and blood oxygen saturation falls between 70-80% and below 50% in

some cases. The lungs are severely damaged, and the lack of oxygen can damage other organs, such as the heart, kidneys,

intestines, and brain, and then rapidly develop into respiratory failure. Blood oxygen saturation in the body is decreased, the

hypoxic phenotype is evident, and patients with new coronary disease experience respiratory distress. The intestinal microbial

ecosystems of critically ill patients with COVID-19 are disordered and prone to secondary infections.

Studies have shown that respiratory viral infections may be related to changes in the gut microbiota, making patients prone to

secondary bacterial infections. Patients often die from secondary bacterial infections rather than viral infection. In the treatment

of patients with COVID-19, the intestinal microecological balance should be considered and the intestinal bacteria should be

adjusted to maintain homeostasis. The intestinal microbiota is vital in the defenses of the lungs against respiratory infections.

These strategies could include the use of SCFA-producing probiotics and prebiotics, such as high-Vber diets.

These procedures could reinforce the gut microbiota's ability to preemptively arm the immune system and also protect the

microbiota against disturbances associated with viral infections. The alteration of the intestinal microbiota not only participates

in intestinal disorders but also favors systemic damage and bacterial superinfections www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S246886732100081X  (2021) link.springer.com/.../s00415-020-10067-3  (2021)

www.nature.com/.../s41385-020-00361-8  (2021)
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They love sugar and what is in every processed food? As soon as I went organic vbeginning of 2001, stopped all processed

foods, sugar, my lymphoma began to die. In complete remission by end of 2001. simple solution, hard to do because it is

addictive, but can be done!
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not one trend presented here was not known a year ago. When are you going to do something about it? Or are we to be treated to

medical reports for the next seven years, until 70% of the population is dead. By March, 2022, Fauci, Gates, Bourla, Daszak, Schwarb,

Murdoch, and Tedros, should have been hanging by their necks outside the UN building, telling the people of the world that the Law still

protects them and Justice is alive and well. By now, the doctors, nurses, and pharmacists who jabbed their victims should all have been

executed. The journalists, politicians, editors, and lawyers who lubricated the democide, should be lining up for their trials, and every

carpenter in the world should be busy making more gibbets. This is what sane people do to mass murderers. But what is happening?

Nothing. Just more pointless pseudo-exposes and litarary voyeurism. You will disgust history.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr John Campbell, posts on YouTube, easy to follow explanations of otcial recent data from various countries and recent study

results. He lays it out in simple easy to follow language. Along with Dr M he has been one of my go to docs for data.
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bowgirl. Go look at some of his earlier videos. He was a vax pusher Xtreme and responsible for who knows how many deaths and

injuries.
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Antoninpius
Joined On 12/12/2020 12:11:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here here Tony Ryan, I have been saying this for a LONG time. Right on the money, when will the criminals be punished???
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tony, a lot of frustrated wannabe writers use sites like this to see themselves in print everyday. Yes they will disgust history.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jan 6th 2023.Just how MANY times do we continue to simply say the sun rises in the East before one iota of the needle moving

occurs? The redundancy is deafening. Are we here 1, 3, 5, 25 years from now talking about the same things as we all know are

occurring with zero accountability having occurred? The same people are in the same positions day after day, month after month, year

after year etc. Just when will the KNOWN perps responsible for all of it be held accountable? Round and round and round we go....
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You said it sooo raw lol..Round and round we go, where will it stop nobody knows..Better days ahead, or not.

https://youtu.be/Cg3Cu9B7CYM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt mankind will ever judge, punish these maggots. Judges can be bought, intimidated or fooled. God cannot and judgement

will come to them when they die or at second coming, Judgement Day.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie, due to the lack of a functioning federal legal system, and fairly spineless state AG's. suspect this is a non-starter in the

US, look overseas for more in-depth inquiries, autopsy Vndings and swifter actions as many countries have overspent on kill/clot

shots AND need to pay damages to patients for life. Here in the US, we have that kangaroo court, abusive non-payment for vaxx

injuries and captured govt agencies. It may be slow in coming, regardless of how Florida's inquiries proceed. Shoot, we do not

even have a working govt. 12 votes for speaker? Forget Mac's abilities to function if he ever gets in...
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dad5
Joined On 4/13/2007 2:24:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS IS what the vax is supposed to do. Gates and his dad spoke of the surplus population.. To do this big pharma needed to control the

media, doctors, and of course politicians. They were the cheapest to buy.  These things are created in third world environments, and are

never tested. One small animal looking like a triyclops which lives under leafs, got into the vax, and ended up in the eye of a 9 year old. I

posted it on Ruby's Telegram page, and a moderator there blocked me from further comments, and the creature appeared on the Stew

Peters show.
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Fauci and Gates should be on the complaint list before the International Criminal Court, because they are the leaders of world

depopulation. On the other hand, Bill Gates' depopulation agenda is very similar to the Terminator in the Vrst movie. Bill Gates

seems to build a time machine that transports him back to the earliest origins of humanity, where he can destroy the entire future

of the race by vaccinating a child. When it comes to Bill Gates and his genocidal agenda of dehumanization, it's with GMOs,

Vaccines, Geoengineering, Bioengineering, GM Mosquitoes. Microsoft also partnered with Merck, becoming a global "drug

development partner" with the world's largest vaccine maker.

Bill's father (William H. Gates, Sr.) was a banker and lawyer who fulVlled the same "hidden agenda" as his son while promoting

"racial hygiene" during the Rockefeller-funded eugenics movement in the 1970s. 1930 and 1940. Gates Sr. has long been

involved with the eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned organization that grew out of the American Eugenics Society.

Bill Gates admitted that his father used to be the head of Planned Parenthood, which was founded on the concept that most

humans are simply "reckless breeders" and "human weeds" who need to be put down.

thetruthaboutcancer.com/bill-gates-eugenicist-philanthropist
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Links between the eugenist movement and the world wide roll out of universal “vaccination” are clear. Both American and British

Eugenist Societies changed their names presumably to allay suspicion of their true intentions re the depopulation agenda.

Anecdotally, not just Gates father, but Boris Johnson’s father stated his view supposedly in jest on a popular television

programme. A TV clip from 1980’s shows Boris Johnson’s father saying it would be good news if a weaponised virus could get rid

of “huge chunks of the human race”. Prince Philip, when asked how he would like to be reincarnated said: “as a deadly virus”.

The eugenist philosophy of culling the population started by Malthus and Galton is linked with the Nazi master race theory. King

Charles was a founder member of Schwab’s World Economic Forum and his son, heir to the throne, Prince William is pictured

with Schwab looking relaxed and smiling. Meanwhile, the genocide agenda appears to be succeeding: a study in Germany has

conVrmed that C-19 injections perpetuate infection and cause immune system failure. undarkblog.com/.../the-galton-institute

 www.lewrockwell.com/2023/01/no_author/german-study-Vnds-that-covid-19..
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Thanks Cabochon for the info. That explains why Boris Johnson said to Zelenskyy: "Keep on Vghting. No peace talks. We will

give weapons and training to your soldiers to continue the war, " Now more than 100.000 Ukrainian soldiers died. The British

taxpayer poor. A great result for the British Eugenist Societies, warmongerer mophead Boris and Terminator Bill Gates.
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No doubt Bojo was practising his Newspeak, Pete, in his role as ambassador for the Ministry of Peace which as Orwell predicted,

foments war. Wars are mainly depopulation endgames. Or as The Lancet editor Richard Horton (of previous infamy re publication

scandal) explains to the uninitiated, killer vaccines and other adult vaccines can prevent disease. No cognitive dissonance there,

as you may be dead so can’t spread it. Tony Blair and other luminaries have come up with the perfect plan on how to “Build on

Covid-19 : One Shot to Prevent Disease and Prepare for Future Pandemics“ “During the pandemic, we witnessed the scaling up of

vaccine platforms, manufacturing capabilities and procurement, as well as faster adoption of digital-health technologies across

the globe.

To maintain momentum, we now have a short window to maximise this infrastructure to improve the resilience of our health

systems and our pandemic preparedness. Maintaining and building on investments made in response to the Covid-19 pandemic

will help us to prevent infectious diseases and NCDs, both of which have massive health and economic costs, while creating a

sustainable and viable health infrastructure at regional level that can mobilise rapidly in response to the next global outbreak“.

If his name alone does not send shivers down your spine, that load of verbiage and gobbledygook (aka impending doom) should

do the trick. The Lancet, 07 January 2023, Volume 401, Issue 10370, www.thelancet.com/.../S0140673622X00536
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Yes Cabochon. Tony Blair, another war criminal, who promoted the Iraq war with lies. You must be very dumb to believe him now.

Send him to the int. court in The Hague, to account for his genocide in Iraq. Surely he is another member of the British Eugenist

Societies but also clearly corrupted with money and perhaps blackmailed to look the other way in the Middle East conficts,

where he only supported the interest of Israel.
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Already in 2013, research found that tumors in melanoma patients deliberately create conditions (using an antigen) that knock out the

body's 'premier' immune defense IgG1 and instead attract IgG4. Unlike IgG1, the IgG4 antibody was ineffective in triggering immune

cells to kill cancer cells. More importantly, IgG4 also blocked the tumour cell killing actions of IgG1, thus preventing this antibody from

activating immune cells to destroy tumours. www.sciencedaily.com/.../130301122921.htm  * * * * * Rituximab-treated patients

demonstrated swift declines in the serum concentrations of IgG4 - Rituximab (Rituxan) is a drug commonly used rheumatoid arthritis,

granulomatosis with polyangiitis (formerly Wegener's), and certain types of cancers -- may be a safe and effective treatment for

immunoglobulin G4-related disease (commonly called IgG4-RD).

IgG4-related disease is a recently-recognized multi-organ disease that mimics numerous rheumatologic conditions and other disorders

and can affect nearly every organ in the body. The most common rheumatologic conditions mimicked by IgG4-RD are Sjgren's

syndrome, granulomatosis with polyangiitis, systemic lupus erythematosus, and sarcoidosis. However, IgG4-RD can also mimic

infections and malignancies, particularly lymphoma and pancreatic, renal or lung carcinoma.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../131027123145.htm  2013
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We all know the importance of vitamin D, also against viruses, and that we need the active form of vit. D. But having high serum

levels of vit D in our blood is not enough. It needs to go into our cells. Getting enough vit D into cells depends on the vit D

receptors on the cells. But 30% of the population has a genetic problem with the vitamin D receptor, meaning they have a ditcult

time getting the vitamin D they need. But bile can affect that gene, says dr. Berg. In this short video Dr. Berg names 20 health

conditions directly related to a problem with the vitamin D receptor, including: Autoimmune diseases - Breast cancer and colon

cancer - Dementia - Diabetes - For the other diseases open the description box under the video.

Dr. Berg says: "...certain viruses and other pathogens have a survival mechanism of blocking your vitamin D receptor for their

survival, because they know if that vitamin D goes into that cell they're toast. Also certain cancers have a survival mechanism of

downgrading the vitamin D receptor to make sure you don't get enough.

Because of this huge association between vit. D and the reduction of cancer risk. With a benign (good) tumor you get like a 93%

absorption with that vitamin D receptor, but in a malignant cancer the vitamin D receptor now goes from 93% down to 56%

absorption. So you can see that cancer cell tends to block the absorption of vitamin D.... " (end quote) What to do about it? See dr

Berg answers to this question: www.youtube.com/watch
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* Lymphedema * - There was a desperate women that posted several time in the past in these comments, looking for an answer

to get rid of her uncomfortable swelling (lymphedema), but nobody could help her. But today I have some good news for her. I

hope she read this. They found a treatment. A women named Hanson tried it and it helped. She had lymphedema for a long time

and she felt like a freak. She says: "For a long time I couldn't talk to people about my lymphedema without crying because it's

something weird and obscure," Hanson said. "Now there is hope for people like me with this disease." Hanson took part in one of

two small clinical trials led by researchers at the Stanford University School of Medicine which showed that ketoprofen, an

infammation-reducing drug available by prescription and currently approved by the Food and Drug Administration, can

effectively treat symptoms of lymphedema and help ease the daily burden of care.

"Ketoprofen restores the health and elasticity of the skin," said Stanley Rockson, MD, professor of cardiovascular medicine at

Stanford. "I believe it will reduce recurrent infection. It can also reduce swelling." www.eurekalert.org/.../771977  Another study

from 2016 found the cause of lymphedema how www.eurekalert.org/.../688717
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Good Morning and greetings from Espana. Pete do you know much about LDN? This treatment has been shown to knock the

immune system into shape. www.lowdosenaltrexone.org  , Interestingly the treatment was discovered through its application to

help opiate addicts, heroin addicts mainly. It was given in 50mg doses and was approved at this dose. It’s sole aim was to act as

an inhibitor. Strangely the health of those taking it improved hugely and the HIV markers, autoimmune disease, that had shown

up with many of the addicts declined. I believe that is more or less correct? Anyhow from this observation, low dose thearapy of

naltrexone was undertaken by some free thinking individuals and has since shown rather incredible results Vghting various auto

immune disease.

It was ditcult to Vnd naltrexone prescribed at the low dose necessary, as pharmaceuticals companies will not spend the millions

that would be needed to have it licensed to recognise its effectiveness for the various diseases it has been shown to combat.

Perhaps this information could be valuable to those that have had their immune systems compromised by these shots? I

understand many here have a real adversion to big Pharma and their poisons, rightly so, still maybe, just maybe, these criminals

have given out something, without realising it, that can actually, and is, it seems, helping people to overcome their illnesses?
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Hola, mr. Magoo. Que tal? Thanks for bringing that to our attention. Yes, I did hear about LDN from a special person, being the

Superspreader of Truth, the magniVcent dr. Mercola. But good to remind us, I appreciate it. Gracias. See his article:

rubyraymedia.com/index.php/happiness-view-all-articles/magniVcent-mer..
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Greetings to Pete and TheMagoo also from Spain. Interesting references- The US military is being killed by covid injections; “We

have substantial data showing that we saw, for example, miscarriages increasing by 300 percent over the Vve-year average,

almost,” Renz further explained at the panel. “We saw an almost 300 percent increase in cancer over the Vve-year average.”

Conservative commentator Daniel Horowitz of The Blaze was reportedly told details about the cancer epidemic plaguing the

military by attorney Thomas Renz. This is what Horowitz tweeted in a follow-up to the meeting: “I can share with you from

attorney Thomas Renz that the number of cancer diagnoses in the military's DMED system went from a 5-year average

(2016-2020) of 38,700 per year to 114,645 in the Vrst 11 months of 2021. This is a predominantly young population.

thelibertydaily.com/bombshell-cover-up-cancer-diagnoses-in-the-militar..
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From Dr. Mercola's report: includes video. Anatomical clinical pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole has warned the public that vaccines

against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) dramatically accelerate the disease process. Doctors have reported that cancer

patients who had been stable and those who had been in remission for years suddenly developed rapidly to the fourth stage of

their various diseases. Cole has studied both SARS-CoV-1 and MERS. That's why when the program to develop the SARS-CoV-2

vaccine was announced, he immediately became suspicious.

www.globalresearch.ca/pathologist-speaks-out-about-covid-jab-effects/5..  (07/2022)
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Dr. McCullough said that sudden deaths that occur during sleep are biochemically similar to sudden deaths during or just after

vigorous exercise. The reason people seemingly inexplicably die in their sleep, Dr. McCullough explained, is sometimes due to a

spike in catecholamines late in the sleep cycle. This natural biochemical change is the body's signal to wake up. These

catecholamines can increase our heart rate, blood pressure, and respiratory rate, among other things. There are three

catecholamines in the body: dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine. An increase in catecholamines, whether it occurs

during sleep or during exercise, can stress the heart and cause it to beat irregularly, Dr. McCullough said.

If a young person's heart has been damaged by infection, vaccination, or for any other reason, the rise in catecholamines can be

lethal. This is why, McCullough said, people seem to die in their sleep. They really are dying just before dawn. After a careful

review of the peer-reviewed scientiVc literature (to which he has also contributed several studies as lead or co-author), Dr.

McCullough said the sudden and unexpected deaths we're seeing in young people are likely due to undiagnosed causes. or

asymptomatic vaccine-induced myocarditis.

“We have now learned that approximately half or more of the cases [of myocarditis are initially asymptomatic. That means young

people don't know they have myocarditis,” McCullough explained. "So, it's scarring the heart, but they've never been told not to

push themselves and many are involved in athletics and all kinds of different activities." During a catecholamine surge, either as

a result of rigorous exercise or as part of the normal awakening process, this undetected vaccine-induced myocarditis can be

fatal, Dr. McCullough said. www.globalresearch.ca/people-dying-their-sleep-linked-vaccines-explain..  (11/23/2022)
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Thanks Gui, for the interesting references, and greetings to you and Steve. * * * * Pilots are suing the Biden regime over vaccine

mandates. twitter.com/.../1610804251176968193   * * * * “What’s the difference between a bar and clitoris? . . . . . Most men

have no trouble Vnding a bar.” theconversation.com/the-clitoris-a-brief-history-196817
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Thanks Senor Smith, I shall have a "butchers" at the link later today.
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Hi Pete, posted (2) Steve Kirsch links at the bottom of today's postings. I think his recent RFK Jr interview on Rumble offers

translation; in which, RFK Jr tells historical stories many may not have heard before, good for Vlling-in prior history!
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Thanks Rose, interesting. I pushed the like button. I just found your posting, as I didn't looked at the comment for 5 hours.
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Pete.Smith  . . . . Most men have no trouble Vnding a bar.”  LMAO!!!
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From the book, Infuence: the Psychology of Persuasion, Robert Cialdini, PhD (2021): “It turns out a communicator can rapidly acquire

perceived trustworthiness by employing a clever strategy. Rather than succumbing to the tendency to describe all the most favorable

features of a case upfront and reserving mention of any drawbacks until the end of the presentation (or never), a communicator who

references a weakness early on is seen as more honest. The advantage of this sequence is that, with perceived truthfulness already in

place, when the major strengths of the case are then advanced, the audience is more likely to believe them.

After all, they’ve been conveyed by a trustworthy source, one whose honesty has been established by a willingness to point not just

positive aspects but negative ones as wellThe tactic can be particularly successful when the audience is already aware of the

weakness; thus, when a communicator mentions it, little additional damage is done, as no new information is added—except, crucially,

that the communicator is an honest individual.” Pg 227-228 I was reading this book this morning and came across this passage above.

This bit of writing really reveals the techniques the leaders use to convince people to get on board. Now that I’ve read this, I can look

back and see how many times this is being used on the population (and me) to manipulate us in large measures through a simple

strategy. I will keep my eyes open more regarding how the politician, the doctor, the salesman, the boss, etc., uses these techniques of

persuasion.
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Otherwise known as brainwashing
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its time for 'we? the people?? to get to (sue the pants off our government) you know ?? those that own a lot of shares in the medical

industry that JUST SCREWED US??? we were targeted.
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It is my understanding that Lumbrokinase and Serrapeptidase enzymes are easily and quickly neutralized by food in the stomach. I also

been told it takes 3 to 5 hours after a meal for the stomach to empty. Two hours is empty enough for most supplements and drugs, but

for these enzymes, it would be better to wait 4 or 5 hours after the last food and one hour before the next food to take these. If I am

right, I like to suggest it might be better taking these Vrst thing in the morning when you know your stomach is empty instead of just 2

hours after a meal. Another reason to wait signiVcantly longer than 2 hours is these are very expensive supplements and you want the

maximum beneVt considering the cost.
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try b4 going to bed so these can work overnight...AND no late night snacks. See if that makes more sense for you.
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The poison vax is certainly a strong factor, but there are others. I had a recent episode while taking a PCSK9 inhibitor, Repatha, which

targets LDL. I got a mild respiratory infection for a few days, which seemed odd since I never get fu or colds, and don't get fu shots,

either. No covid vax. Serendipitously, I had a routine blood count and discovered my lymphocytes had crashed. Investigated and found

the Repatha prescribing info declares respiratory infection as a primary adverse effect. They know it destroys the immune system!

I've become more disciplined about reading those materials on everything I ingest, and have even begun listening to the disclaimers in

pharma ads on TV, many of which indicate immune degradation as an effect. I wonder how much of the unusual outcomes of this

routine virus are due to systematically degrading the immune systems of the entire population? Of course, I stopped the repatha and

have learned to appreciate my LDL as a beneVcial immune enhancer, will retest blood counts after I clear the repatha (half life 2 weeks.)
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Use diet, organics to combat LDL
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David_W_Johnson
Joined On 1/5/2008 9:34:04 PM
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Generally, fear is deadlier than any disease can ever be. The purpose of leaders is to calm the fears and give experts the time to develop

a safe and effective remedy. Instead, leaders have caved into the fear and allowed rash solutions to be implemented. These leaders

need to be held accountable. Otherwise, these tragedies will always continue.
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mkhart
Joined On 1/11/2010 1:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where does it end? If the vaxxed are so toxic we should be concerned about the blood supply, our medications, our food supply, and

anything that the vaxxed have touched or worked with, let alone being in the same room.
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eir3864
Joined On 3/17/2016 7:03:23 AM
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the vaccines were designed to shed to the UN vaxxed...
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It ends when those responsible are "actually" STOPPED. What rational mind believes otherwise. It's not like those who have

orchestrated it all are not known and they are in the open planning for the next plandemic because they KNOW NO one is

stopping them. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. Just blah blah blah redundancy telling us all what we already know day

after day. Where is Josie Wales or Wyatt Earp. We soooo need tough love and ACCOUNTABILITY to make a bold return
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blairiy
Joined On 9/14/2022 5:59:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be advised. The population at large are on board the sailing ship of “vaccines.” When a friend or loved one suddenly becomes ill or

passes away, one will forever be scared by asking,.. “did they receive the GMO shot?” For folk who’ve been made aware, it’s a valid

question. But kool-aid consumers?
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In addition to Vndings like those in this article, the Twitter Vles show active collusion between the govt and the platform to actively

silence, even ban, people who did not go along with the narrative. Worse, however, is the same mentality is still in play, pushing the

vaccine on anyone and everyone, acting as if these sudden deaths are in no way associated with the jabs, and even concocting the

ludicrous claim that the NFL player who collapsed was the victim of commotion cordis, a condition that has never, ever, ever been

associated with football. What can one say about people who will defend the indefensible at all costs?

What can one say about people who lecture everyone else to "follow the science" yet refuse to do that very thing? What can one say

about the everyday people who choose to live in continued ignorance or refuse to admit that they were fooled by the propaganda from

Fauci and others? I am beginning to conclude that no amount of evidence can sway them, that Covidianism is worse than the typical

cult in that it is willing to have others die for the sake of its dogma, and that this is never going to end.
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IMHO people fail to understand the impact of "generational planning" and the "generational wealth effect." The power elite don't think in

days, weeks, months, years, or decades. They think in "generations." Case in point. Gain-of-function research going back to 2007 and

funded with US tax dollars.  US Patent 7,279,327 B2 Date: 10.09.2007 “Methods for Producing Recombinant Coronavirus

(gain-of-function) Inventors: ,, “Ralph S. Baric"....Assignee UNC Chapel Hill....Federal Support Grants AI23946 & GM63228 National

Institutes of Health....(recombinant. [ re-komb-nant] 1. the new entity (e.g., gene, protein, cell, individual) that results from genetic

recombination. 2. pertaining or relating to such an entity.recombinantDNA technology the process of taking a gene from one organism

and inserting it into the DNA of another; called also gene splicing). ...... patents.google.com/.../US7279327B2
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The Wealthy plan for generations, the Poor? The Poor plan for Saturday Night.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Factor to consider in large families like Rockefeller. The richest family in the world makes $70,000 a minute, $4 million an hour,

and $100 million a day. This is how fast the fortunes of the Waltons, the clan behind Walmart Inc., are growing, according to

Bloomberg's ranking of the world's richest families in 2018. The heirs of Sam Walton, the founder of Walmart, are amassing

wealth on an almost unprecedented scale. Other American dynasties are close behind in terms of the assets they have amassed.

The Mars family, of candy fame, added $37 billion, increasing their fortune to $127 billion.

The Kochs, the industrialists-politicians-players, added $26 billion to their $125 billion. America's top 0.1% currently control more

wealth than at any time since 1929, but their counterparts in Asia and Europe are gaining as well. Worldwide, the 25 richest

families now control nearly $1.4 billion in wealth, up 24% from 2018. Inequality has become an explosive political issue, from

Paris to Seattle to Hong Kong. But how to reduce the growing gap between rich and poor? As tension mounts, even some

billionaire heirs are backing steps like estate taxes
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Generational wealth refers to wealth that is passed down from generation to generation in perpetuity. Those assets can be

stocks, bonds, real estate, oil, businesses, and any other good or service that could sustain your family for centuries. The world's

richest families have assets that they never sell, and those assets generate a steady stream of income so they and their heirs

don't have to. History shows successes and failures in the quest to create generational wealth. The oil industry created

generational wealth for the Rockefellers just as Wal-Mart provides generational wealth for the Walton family. While there will

always be opportunities to identify a new market and build a business within that market, Bitcoin will be a generational wealth for

my family and it can be for your family too.
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Don't worry folks...going forward the FDA has approved the replacement of animals as drug test subjects with computer simulated

"virtual patients" in order to "warp speed" the drug approval process. These computer programs will somehow determine the best way

to set up trials using real humans but only after employing fake humans to Vgure out how these trials should be designed. This comes

from Del Bigtree's The HighWire show 1/5/2023 in the Jaxen Report. Beyond scary.
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Yep. Easier to manipulate the data, cheat, and fat out lie. What cd go wrong!?
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Here’s one thing concerned parents can do and takes less than a minute: Launch a Public Inquiry’ via petition into the approval process

for covid-19 vaccines: Please sign this petition (Only UK residents/citizens can apply): petition.parliament.uk/.../628165  We want the

Government to launch a Public Inquiry to investigate the MHRA’s process for approving covid-19 vaccines. Thank you
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Signed that
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Suggest you post this on https://dailysceptic.org  (UK).
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Said petition should be carried out worldwide, with special attention to the US due to its role of global infuence. THE NEW

CONSTITUTION - LIVING WAR CRIMES. Documentary produced by JP and Julie Collins “We now know that the US Department Of

Defense along with the World Health Organization, while partnering with other governments, bio-tech and pharmaceutical

corporations are responsible for the deaths of so many people from the shots marketed as vaccines. We also know that the DOD

is behind the omni-channel campaign that was so well organized, so consistent and maintained such continuity in the

messaging, training and execution of the covid narrative and distribution of the shots.

Our latest video essay The New Constitution: Living War Crimes, goes into detail about who's behind the genocide and how over

the years, the legal underpinnings of Congressional legislation has created an end-run around the US Constitution..”

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/the-new-constitution-living-war-crimes?ut..  (05/01/2022)
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57 TOP SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS RELEASE SHOCKING STUDY ON COVID VACCINES AND DEMAND IMMEDIATE STOP TO ALL

VACCINATIONS A group of 57 leading scientists, physicians and policy experts have released a report questioning the safety and

etcacy of current COVID-19 vaccines and are now calling for an immediate end to all vaccine programs. There are two

certainties regarding the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines. The Vrst is that governments and the vast majority of the

mainstream media are pushing hard for these experimental drugs to reach as many people as possible. The second is that those

who are willing to face the contempt that comes with asking serious questions about vaccines are critical players in our ongoing

effort to spread the truth.

Most people simply follow the orders of the governments of the world, as if they have earned our complete trust. These

scientists have not. This manuscript is a step forward in terms of responsibility and free fow of information on this crucial topic.

Take the time to read it and share it widely. assets-global.website-Vles.com/606d3dece4ec3c3866cc798a/60a5fefe3fe8d..
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COVID CRISIS: MORE THAN 1,000 SCIENTISTS AND PHYSICIANS PROTEST SPECIALTY BOARDS’ ACTIONS AGAINST

DISSENTING PHYSICIANS Medical specialty boards are destroying their own credibility by threatening to decertify some of their

most experienced and widely published diplomats, according to an open letter published in the fall issue of the Journal of

American Physicians and Surgeons. Coauthors Eleftherios Gkioulekas, Ph.D., Marc Rendell, MD, Harvey Risch, MD, Ph.D., and

Raphael Stricker, MD, summarize a letter with 1,200 signatories . Accused by boards of spreading "misinformation," these doctors

are pioneers in developing life-saving treatment protocols for COVID-19 and, more recently, for COVID-19 vaccine injuries, says

the letter.

“It is an unacceptable fallacy, based on circular reasoning, to use the opinions of public health agencies to deVne what is or is not

'medical misinformation,' and then use that fallacy to investigate the board certiVcations of the same researchers who are

conducting the research that these public health agencies rely on to justify their recommendations.” The letter notes that “there

are as yet no 'well-established medical facts.' Otcially proclaimed views are constantly changing.” The orientation of the mask

changes on a recurring basis.

The CDC has admitted that current COVID-19 vaccines do not prevent transmission and that their beneVt is transitory. According

to article 37 of the Declaration of Helsinki of 2013, doctors can use unproven therapies when there are no proven therapies or

they have been ineffective. Doctors have been able to discover and use safe and effective treatment protocols for COVID-19,

based on repurposed drugs, and in doing so have saved countless lives, the letter says. It also cites the substantial scientiVc

evidence that now supports these protocols. www.globalresearch.ca/more-than-1000-scientists-physicians-protest-spe..  (2022)
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The bastards destroyed our God given DNA and replaced it with Lucifer's.
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It is a huge problem, support your immune system and let's hope God has a plan. Celibacy is the new norm for the unvaxxed until

trusted unvaxxed partners can be found. This is extremely hard for my 33 yo son. He won't risk his health or creating a child with

compromised DNA. We are prepared to raise my unvaxxed Grands. The parents are employees of J&J were vaxxed. Their risks

are lower, but my SIL did have a TIA( age 50) less than a year post jab. Work stress was a large contributor.
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Bowgirl: my vaxxed-boosted 52 y.o. bro had a TIA a few months after the last shot. Accompanied by 24-hr global amnesia. He

kept asking the same question over and over, "Why am I here" after his wife took him to the ER exhibiting clear memory problems.

He seems ok now, but I cannot convince him to STOP getting the covid shots... A SIL age 70 came down with stage 4 bowel

cancer a year after her last covid "booster". No previous hist of cancer. Another vaxxed sister age 73 had weird "double vision"

episodes lasting several hours, two incidents. i cannot convince any blood kin to STOP the covid shots....
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This just makes my blood BOIL. I'm reading about sudden deaths daily now, several of them. The MSM simply ignores the elephant in

the room or refuses to acknowledge the jab is at least a potential cause. I just don't understand how the perpetrators of this genocide

are still walking among us. There are SO MANY that need to meet justice head on. It's simply outrageous! That being said there is never

any mention of a potential remedy not only for COVID but also for spike protein destruction in the body. MMS or CDS (chlorine dioxide

solution) has shown in several countries to be an absolute cure for this. I use this substance whenever I feel as though I'm suffering

from vax shedding or over exposure to spike proteins.

Also if I feel I'm coming down with something this is my Vrst line go to for internal use. Nebulization of H2O2 is my Vrst line inhalation

therapy as well. Luckily I haven't had to use much of it since I spray my nostrils, mouth, and eyes with 10ppm colloidal silver solution

several times daily. I also use Xlear as a sinus spray containing GSE (grapefruit seed extract) and xylotol. Haven't had so much as a

sni�e in over two years even after several plane trips and working among migrants daily. With regards to CDS or MMS, both are

oxidants that destroy pathogens on contact (the same way your body does) there is a great new book by Andreas Kalcker Ph.D called

"Bye Bye Covid".

It details the experiences of several doctors treating their patients with miraculous recoveries. Go to byebye-covid.com for more info.

The disease is easy to prevent and treat WITHOUT pharma poison, unfortunately the MSM and government won't allow the

dissemination of this knowledge easily. Somehow we've got to STOP THE SHOTS. I'm afraid much of the damage is already done and

many of our friends, family, and colleagues will be suffering the consequences in the months and years ahead. I pray I'm wrong.
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Thank you so much for all that you do to help humanity M. Mercola. God Bless.
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Is anyone certain that the IgG4 antibodies will turn themselves off since they did not initiate themselves organically? Including the

possibility of the IgG4 antibody turning on the body's own protein, could the mRNA vaccine and the artiVcial spike protein disable all

anti-infammatory IgG antibodies and their response permanently? Also seeking advice for people who require blood products? My

Hematologist is still pushing the vaccine. Thank you.
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Thank you Dr. M! Thank u thank u thank u!
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"How can the FDA turn a blind eye to this? How can they not know?" THEY DO KNOW. But they work for Big Pharma, Bill Gates and the

WEF, not the American people.
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Here's many of your answers, may need to re-load the links - latest interview Steve Kirsch had with RFK Jr, and the stories told

here puts the notably odd and unusual actions taken and inactions by govt agencies into a clearer light than many are aware of, a

steep learning curve for some. Here's a link: Full Episode #61: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. - The Man Who Built A Movement - (from

Steve: I interview Robert F. Kennedy, Jr on VSRF You won't believe the stories... or maybe you will.)

rumble.com/v243z9q-full-episode-61-the-man-who-built-a-movement.html  - - And he also posting this recent article: "Safety

signals for 770 different serious adverse events in VAERS were ignored by the CDC" - -

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../safety-signals-for-770-different  - see what you think after watching and reading!
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How they simply DO because there has never been anyone stopping them. They could care less what you or I think. They know

NO one is stopping them. Why would a rapist stop if IT is not stopped. Why would a thief stop stealing unless IT is stopped? The

deVnition of insanity is at Vll throttle in America for sure!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Today if something says approved by FDA, I immediately run away from it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was posted a bit earlier today: "Was cracking the structure of DNA really a medical breakthrough? Or was it a con job? Hint:

It was a con job, read all about it."  hedleyrees.substack.com/.../was-cracking-the-structure-of-dna  - -
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Until the government PUTS A STOP to Big Pharma's murderous rampage NOTHING will change......Our government AND news media

are OWNED by Big Pharma.....only God can save us..
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"sudden death" is not a cause of death. It is a failure to identify, or a failure to accurately report the cause.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you ever dealt with a person who won’t admit they were wrong? Even when they come to understand they ignore giving an

apology. Taking it even further so absurd is their pride that some will adjust their behaviors without a word spoken but more absurd are

those that continue the behavior for fear that admittance weakens their standing as if denying a little more or louder will strengthen the

argument. Observations and common sense strengthen arguments not denial otherwise court arguments are best won by speaking

loudest and avoiding the facts.
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19j2362
Joined On 9/23/2018 7:24:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the early stages of the Plan D here in Australia, a number of "friends" stated that another member of our chat group would have died

if he had followed my advice not to take the vax and that my presence within the group was no longer appreciated. Maybe they were

depressed because the one who had nearly died and was in hospital at the time had NOT TAKEN my advice and had been vaxxed! I

removed myself from that group because regardless of what I said they refused to listen. It seemed that they were no longer able to

reason. A few said they hoped this incident would not result in a loss of friendship borne many years ago to which I replied in the

negative. Over time, though I have lost some of them due to increasing numbers falling ill and dying. Keep up your good work in bring

the truth to the masses and I will do the same in the trenches
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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No loss.
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

so "govmt' changed the rules and allowed (themselves)to ignore their *own* 2 year double blind rules and now we get to suffer in

silence??? NO WAY JOSE... WE NEED TO DEMAND THE RIGHT TO SUE AND A GROUP TO LEAD THE WAY TO DO IT. CORRECT???? HOW

DO WE DO THAT??? PETITION??? LIKE A MILLION MOMS???
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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A million angry mom's parked outside the CDC's headquarters and another million parked outside the FDA's revolving doors in DC

timed to occur on the same day, may start something...
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brianallen1
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A million moms parked outside WILL start something. Laughter.
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raynetherwood
Joined On 11/17/2020 10:31:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m still waiting to see if there’s a massive, MASSIVE, death wave in the next three years. Hope I’m wrong.
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Jen47
Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT HAS ALREADY STARTED; NOTICE ALL THE YOUNG HEALTHY MEN *AND WOMEN* SPORTS PARTICIPANTS AND 'OTHERS'

DYING OF 'UNKNOWN' CAUSED (NO QUESTIONS?) WE DESERVE THE RIGHT TO SUE...
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too, but in a way its prob the only thing that MIGHT wake these morons up.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray, when you read headlines of people falling off sides of mountains while hiking or cliffs while taking selVes, what do you think

is happening? Why would an amazing Brazilian surfer suddenly fall into a massive wave? Fainting and or falling down is one of

the most noticeable side effects...of shots.
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eir3864
Joined On 3/17/2016 7:03:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

great article
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thanks to Dr. Mercola and all his team for bringing all this great science to us, the average laymen. God bless!
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any evidence that the "elites" haven't taken the jabs, or the same jabs as everyone else? Any evidence that the children and

grandchildren of the older elites haven't taken them? Any evidence that, if they have taken the COVID vaccines, they have received shots

from carefully chosen, relatively clean lots that aren't contaminated? The talk of deliberate "depopulation" plots by the elites, using the

COVID-19 vaccinations, don't make a lot of sense if they and their families have actually taken the same jabs that have been

administered to everyone else. Is there any evidence that the jabs received by Fauci, Biden, and other top otcials, aren't from the same

batches that the common folks are receiving? If the elites and their families are taking the same jabs as everyone else, and their

members are suffering proportionally, it would be hard to prove a deliberate depopulation project.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stephenf999 Have you been jabbed? If not, I think the privileged are just as aware and at most have received only a saline

solution. I doubt that every NFL player that is jabbed has received the real poison. Otherwise, a lot more than one would have

collapsed so far.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not believe for one minute that the elites have taken the jab.....not for one single minute!
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Methylene blue should not be used if you have a G6PD deVciency." How do you know if if you have a G6PD deVciency?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi lindalonia my.clevelandclinic.org/.../22381-g6pd-test  .--- www.healthline.com/.../glucose-6-phosphate-dehydrogenase  .----

www.aafp.org/.../p1277.html
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would have to talk to a veterinarian who does necropsies for the side-effects of pzp immunocontraception to compare, but those other

31 mammals it is used on are less advanced than us human mammals, they aren't into pharma drugs, alcohol, junk food, caffeine etc
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In previous articles on this subject, Milk Thistle has been listed, is this still useful ?
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Joined On 5/9/2007 4:37:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how much is spirublue?
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fun fact: I actually Vrst learned of fenbendazole from a commenter here. They said “try fenbendazole it cured my prostate cancer.” That

comment has since saved many. The cancers that result from the covid vaxxes are incubating and brewing now. Learn how to protect

yourself and loved ones from cancer with fenbendazole, a safe, inexpensive, off patent, otc drug. So far it saved two people (make that

THREE) close to me. Read the detailed Case Reports fenbendazole.substack.com  Breast, colon, prostate, glioma, lung, it doesn’t seem

to matter, fenbendazole seems to eradicate them all. Case Reports in the queue are melanoma, ovarian, breast, myeloma, bladder are

the next Vve.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where can fenbendazole be found/purchased?? Thank you.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sort of remember telling Steve Kirsch telling his story of how he tried to get fenbendazole into clinical trials for covid-19 in 2020

and failed (or should I say was completely ignored).  Here's the latest interview Steve had with RFK Jr, and the stories told here

puts the notably odd and unusual actions taken and inactions by govt agencies into a clearer light than many are aware of, a

steep learning curve for some. Here's a link: Full Episode #61: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. - The Man Who Built A Movement - (from

Steve: I interview Robert F. Kennedy, Jr on VSRF You won't believe the stories... or maybe you will.)

rumble.com/v243z9q-full-episode-61-the-man-who-built-a-movement.html  And he also posting this recent article: "Safety

signals for 770 different serious adverse events in VAERS were ignored by the CDC" - -

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../safety-signals-for-770-different
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fenbendazole Cancer Protocol  healnavigator.com/.../fenbendazole-cancer-protocol
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ArtieMontana
Joined On 6/16/2011 10:57:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sudden Death: The No. 1 Cause of Death for Under 65s in 2021 comment... This is most likely true but here's my #1 Cause for Death of

America Corrupt Politian's! Here's the # for the US Corporation in DC 202-225-3121 Please call and raise Hell with your Congressman

and tell them to Do What Matt Goetz did and vote DJ Trump in as Speaker of the House. That way we can Clean the Swamp from

within..........Thanks., Artie from Montana
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Antoninpius
Joined On 12/12/2020 12:11:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Commenting to bfr27915, so Fenbendazole is a de-worming drug. So is Ivermectin. Any studies using Ivermectin to treat cancer??
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In most lung diseases, oxygen saturation in the blood decreases as the lung disease worsens. In severe cases of COVID-19,

people have ditculty breathing, their lungs are damaged, and blood oxygen saturation falls between 70-80% and below 50% in

some cases. The lungs are severely damaged, and the lack of oxygen can damage other organs, such as the heart, kidneys,

intestines, and brain, and then rapidly develop into respiratory failure. Blood oxygen saturation in the body is decreased, the

hypoxic phenotype is evident, and patients with new coronary disease experience respiratory distress.

The intestinal microbial ecosystems of critically ill patients with COVID-19 are disordered and prone to secondary infections.

Studies have shown that respiratory viral infections may be related to changes in the gut microbiota, making patients prone to

secondary bacterial infections. Patients often die from secondary bacterial infections rather than viral infection. In the treatment

of patients with COVID-19, the intestinal microecological balance should be considered and the intestinal bacteria should be

adjusted to maintain homeostasis. The intestinal microbiota is vital in the defenses of the lungs against respiratory infections.

These strategies could include the use of SCFA-producing probiotics and prebiotics, such as high-Vber diets. These procedures

could reinforce the gut microbiota's ability to preemptively arm the immune system and also protect the microbiota against

disturbances associated with viral infections. The alteration of the intestinal microbiota not only participates in intestinal

disorders but also favors systemic damage and bacterial superinfections www.frontiersin.org/.../full  (2021)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S246886732100081X  (2021)
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ANTI-PARASITE DRUG IVERMECTIN CAN SUPPRESS OVARIAN CANCER BY REGULATING LNCRNA-EIF4A3-MRNA AXES. Those

Vndings provided the potential targeted lncRNA-EIF4A3-mRNA pathways of ivermectin in OC, and constructed the effective

prognostic model, which beneVts discovery of novel mechanism of ivermectin to suppress ovarian cancer cells, and the

ivermectin-related molecule-panel changes beneVt for its personalized drug therapy and prognostic assessment towards its

predictive, preventive, and personalized medicine (PPPM) in OCs. link.springer.com/.../s13167-020-00209-y.pdf  (2020)

IVERMECTIN CONVERTS COLD TUMORS HOT AND SYNERGIZES WITH IMMUNE CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE FOR TREATMENT OF

BREAST CANCER.

La ivermectina, induce la muerte de las clulas cancerosas inmunognicas (ICD) y una fuerte inVltracin de clulas T en los tumores

de mama. Como modulador alostrico del eje ATP / P2X4 / P2X7 que opera tanto en clulas cancerosas como inmunes, la

ivermectina tambin se dirige selectivamente a poblaciones inmunosupresoras, incluidas las clulas mieloides y Tregs, lo que da

como resultado una relacin Teff / Tregs mejorada. convirtiendo los tumores fros en calientes, por lo que representa un socio

mecanicista racional con bloqueo de puntos de control. www.nature.com/.../s41523-021-00229-5  (2021)
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IVERMECTIN: POTENTIAL REPURPOSING OF A VERSATILE ANTIPARASITIC AS A NOVEL ANTICANCER. Ivermectin has shown

antitumor effects in different types of cancers. Among the reported mechanisms of action, ivermectin interacts with and affects

the function of mitochondrial complex I, multidrug resistance (MDR) protein, RNA helicases, the WNT-TCF pathway, the chloride

channel receptor, cell Immunogenic death via ATP- and HMGB1, PAK-1, epigenetic signature and stem cell self-renewal.

Preclinical tests have shown inhibition of cell growth, induction of apoptosis in different cancer cell lines, and antitumor effects.

Antitumor effects are observed at a median concentration of 5 M (0.01-100 M), which is clinically achievable based on human

pharmacokinetic data shown in Table 1. A review of the laboratory results of ivermectin in various cancer cell lines is presented.

www.intechopen.com/.../78376  (2021) IVERMECTIN CONVERTS HOT COLD TUMORS AND SYNERGIZES WITH IMMUNE

CHECKPOINT BLOCKADE FOR TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER. Ivermectin induces the death of immunogenic cancer cells

(ICD) and a strong inVltration of T cells in breast tumors.

As an allosteric modulator of the ATP / P2X4 / P2X7 axis operating in both cancer and immune cells, ivermectin also selectively

targets immunosuppressive populations, including myeloid cells and Tregs, resulting in an improved Teff / Tregs ratio. turning

cold tumors into hot ones, thus representing a rational mechanistic partner with checkpoint blocking.

www.nature.com/.../s41523-021-00229-5  (2021)
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yes Antonin.... there were several people from around the world who had cancer, were being treated for the cancer, and then they

got covid, they took Ivermectin and then went back to their cancer doc and he said it was gone! The story got buried after a

couple weeks and 3 or 4 stories were shown.  I found those stories on the internet when they were on the TV. I don't know

dosage.
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